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Features Benefits

Summary of the call content

Biometric identification by voice profile

Filling in of masks and forms directly during the call

Concern recognition with action and product suggestions in real-time

Customer mood is recognized in real-time

Robust language analysis – even with specific 
vocabulary and interfering noises

Active avoidance of customer migration

Constant documentation and evidence

Strong shortening of process run times

Increase of selling rate and successful customer talks

Increase of customer and employee satisfaction

Additional fraud prevention

Support directly during the call: Recogni-
tion of user requests, automated filling of 
process and recommendations of action 
during the sales talk.

Improved CRM: Customer communication 
becomes understandable and analyzable. 
Thereby, individual customer understan-
ding and product recommendations are 
permanently improved.

Filing of completely documented talk 
summaries and generation of standar-
dized conversation protocols that can 
afterward be evaluated and analyzed 
individually.

The Smart Communication Platform bundles all customer interaction via the different 
channels and supports the customer agent purposively. 

The content of the interaction is automatically structured, analyzed, summarized, centrally 
filed and further processed intelligently.

The Smart Communication Platform by targens offers modular solutions in order to understand phone calls in real-time, to analyze documents and text files 

and process customer requests.

Direct customer calls are depicted with all relevant information on the screen of the employee, forms are automatically filled. The data gained from the com-

munication are further processed intelligently. Product recommendations and recommendations for action can thereby continuously be improved.



Structure of the Smart Communication Platform 

Choose a use case for a joint putting into operation: Unleash the power of your 
data now with the targens Smart Communication Platform! 

targens as an expert house for banking, 
compliance and digital innovation is lea-
ding provider of consulting, software and 
product solutions. On the basis of expert 
consulting, high-performance products and 
mastery of disruptive technologies the com-
pany supports its customers with company 
controlling, their trade activities, with the 
protection of their business processes and 
the acceleration of their sales success.
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- Open processes and forms 
  during the call automatically 
   (e.g. loss report)

CRM & Analytics

- Transcription of the entire call
- Summary and logging
- Recognized customer requests 
   and keywords
- Development of customer mood

- Classification of written 
  customer requests
- Evaluation of hand-written forms
- Analyses of contracts
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Thanks to a flexible system with standardized editing paths individual use cases can be 

set up quickly. With open interfaces and modular combination of different components, 

a customer-specific, adaptable platform is created. The use is therefore modifiable accor-

ding to the respective requirement and department.

Language, text and documents serve as entry data. This makes the understanding of pho-

ne calls, e-mails and chats possible. Even written documents like contracts and hand-writ-

ten, filled in forms can thereby be automatically processed.

Single components can be connected and configured via a Software Development Kit 

(SDK). Use cases can therefore also be maintained and expanded independently. Even 

third party systems can be integrated. It is, e.g., possible to directly build on already exis-

ting speech to text systems. 

The system can be run in a cloud or on premises. Durability and storage location of the 

customer data can be configured flexibly. That way, valuable customer data stay in-house 

and the processes stay GDPR conform. 

With call center agents, processes and forms can directly be selected and filled in during 

the call. Even speech protocols can be created automatically and be directly filled with 

customer requests and keywords.

Speech-To-Text

Speaker Identification

Voice Sentiment

Summarization

Intent Detection Text Sentiment

Information Slot Filling


